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The purpose of this document is to clearly identify cartridge magazines specific to the Rock River Arms LAR-15 Pistol, which is 
a “handgun, commonly available in Canada” and which may have a magazine with a capacity of (not more than) ten shots. 
 
1.   The Rock River Arms, LAR-15 Pistol qualifies as a “handgun, commonly available in Canada”. 
 
2.   Each of the two patterns of cartridge magazine for this handgun, as manufactured by C Products LLC,  have been deemed to 
be acceptable as a "handgun magazine" as both patterns meet the following criteria: 
 a)  each of the two patterns of magazine… (Proprietary information deleted from this reproduction) ; and, 
 b)  the two patterns of cartridge magazine for this handgun, as manufactured… (Proprietary info deleted from this reproduction). 
  
3.   The two magazine designs that have been found acceptable as handgun magazines are held by the RCMP, Firearms Support 
Services, Firearms Reference Table Section as "patterns". These particular designs are approved for use as “handgun magazines 
for a handgun commonly available in Canada”. 
 
4.   As an assist to identification, the two different cartridge magazines which have been deemed acceptable as “a magazine for 
use in a handgun commonly available in Canada”, bear the following identification markings on the body or magazine case, 
applied at the time of manufacture by the manufacturer: 
 
a)     223 REMINGTON  CALIBRE  MAGAZINE 
 
RRA MODEL LAR-15 PISTOL MAGAZINE 
223 REM/5.56 MM NATO - 10 ROUND CAPACITY 
   And 
 
b)    9MM LUGER  CALIBRE  MAGAZINE 
 
RRA MODEL LAR-15 PISTOL MAGAZINE 
9MM NATO  -  10 ROUND CAPACITY 
 
 
NOTE: - The two magazine designs with the above markings are deemed acceptable as “magazines for use in a handgun 
commonly available in Canada”; they do not qualify as “prohibited devices” and the further use of these magazines on any other 
firearm is not regulated. 
 
  
Thank you. 
  
F.A. William (Bill) Etter 
Senior Firearms Technologist 
Section Head 
Firearms Reference Table 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
Firearms Support Services Directorate 
613-993-6684 
william.etter@rcmp-grc.gc.ca 


